Presentation Submission Guidelines

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION DEADLINE IS DECEMBER 10th! 150-word maximum

SUBMIT HERE TO PROGRAM COORDINATOR: Dr. Erin Bowen; erin.bowen@erau.edu

A3IR is a dynamic conference interested in a variety of presentation styles

Potential Presentation Types Include:

- **Posters**: 36 in x 48 in maximum, Proposal abstracts due December 10th (150 word maximum)
  - Posters will be table-mounted at the conference site. Conference will provide foam board and mounting materials. Bring your printed poster to the Conference and an electronic file.
- **Papers**: Proposal abstracts due December 10th (150 word maximum); full papers are due after the Conference, not later than February 15, 2014 for review for Conference Proceedings.*
  - Both research and practice papers are encouraged for presentation.
  - Authors interested in submitting for peer-review in one of the sponsoring journals, see note below. Contact Program Coordinator if you would like additional information.
- **Panel Sessions**: Suggest panel topics and speakers, proposals due December 10th
  - Panel sessions can be in a presentation format, debate format, or group discussion format. Please specify to the Program Coordinator for which format you are submitting.
  - Panel submissions should include brief bios on each speaker and an overall theme for the session (abstract of theme sufficient for Dec. 10 deadline, can include longer overview for journal submission if desired).
  - Panels with a mix of industry practitioners and scholars will be given priority in selection.
- **Other Presentations** (e.g., talks without papers, other session types): Proposal abstracts due December 10th (150 word maximum)
  - Conference organizers encourage submission of both practice and research presentations, as well as creativity in session presentation types. Please contact the Program Coordinator for more information.

* If you would like your paper considered for blind peer-review and potential inclusion in one of the 3 sponsoring journals, please note on cover page of paper submission and note journal preference. All accepted Posters, Presentations, Papers and other artifacts will be eligible for the Proceedings.

Primary Presentation Themes for 2014 Include:

- Global Security, Cyber Intelligence & Aviation Safety
- Unmanned Aerial Systems & UAVs – Privacy and Security
- Commercial Space Flight Systems, Operations and Safety
- Human Factors, CRM & Aviation Psychology
- Systems Safety including Fire, Law Enforcement, Emergency Response
- Accident Investigation
- Other critical areas – submissions on all aviation/aerospace/aeronautics related topics will be considered for presentation.

**Don’t hesitate to propose a topic!!**